
Secrets to getting 30,000 plus Instagram Followers...

I am always asked what’s the secret to getting 30,000+ (between my two IG accounts) followers like I 
have done over the last 7 short months on Instagram.

I remember when I first started out on Instagram I spent hours searching for answers to “How To Get 
FREE Followers On Instagram” with not too much luck but after much trial and error and literally devoting 
the last 6 months of my life to learning all there is to learn about Instagram I came up with a strategy that 
worked for my business and amazingly enough after one short month of implementing it started creating 
cash flow into my business on autopilot.

Of course now that I had proven that there is a gold mine over on Instagram for my own business I then 
had to see if others could duplicate my same results. So I got a small group of about 20 people together 
back in October and shared with them some of my most important IG secrets for getting leads and sign
ups into my business. The results were exciting!
 
The people that took action on what I taught them literally exploded their business’ within the next month 
and started getting 1,000’s of targeted FREE  Instagram Followers .

Many people think that purchasing followers is a good way to grow your Instagram account. In fact so 
many people purchase followers only to find out that they destroyed their Instagram accounts and have 
to start all over.

Although purchasing  Instagram followers may seem like a quick and easy fix it’s really not! It’s a big waste 
of time and money trust me.

When you purchase followers you end up with a bunch of ghost accounts that never engage or like your 
posts. Which then actually makes your account appear to be fake and ultimately lose all your real follow
ers you could have had. Not to mention if you do this you could get your account shut down or lose all 
your followers as Instagram has been deleting ghost account or fake one’s like crazy lately.

So if you don’t want to lose all your content, work, time and money you need to learn how to grow your 
Instagram account the right way. It is not hard to do and literally by just following a few of the tips I share 
below you could have thousands of FREE Instagram Followers in no time at all.



Best Ways To Get Free Instagram Followers

1. Connect your Facebook account and add your friends.

This is easy to do and you will be walked through it once you start your new account. If you don’t want 
to add all your friends just select the one’s you want to add. You can do this exact same thing with your 
email account as well. It’s always best to plug the audience you already have into your Instagram ac
count initially to get things started.

2. Post to your other Social networks like Facebook, Twitter etc. ask them to join you on Instagram.

If you have a email list you should also send out to your subscribers that you are now on Instagram and 
ask them to connect with you there.

3. Post great content ... 

Remember content is king! You have to share content that will attract your targeted audience. It is critical 
if you want to start getting laser targeted FREE Instagram Followers.

4. Connect and engage with other popular Instagram accounts in your niche .

 Simply do a search for a key hashtag term in your niche on Instagram to find other accounts similar to 
your business.

5. Connect with people in your target audience doing the same as above. 

Once you find someone you think would be interested in following you; click follow and like about 5 of 
their posts, then leave a comment on one sharing what you liked best about their post. Then you could 
gently say you would love to stay connected with them and tell them they could check out your bio and 
if they feel the same follow back. This works so well but you have to be consistent with it. I recommend 
doing this strategy about 10 times or more a day for even better results.



6. Use Hashtags in your posts ... 

Hashtags are a great way to get in touch with your target audience. Of course you definitely need to 
know what hashtags will attract your target audience so you can get free Instagram Followers.

7. Host a Instagram Contest ... 

Now this seems scarier than it really is especially the way I showed folks in my Instagram course. Run
ning a contest is a great way to get a few thousand followers within a very short period of time. I have 
gotten over 2,000 in just one week running a very easy to do contest which I mapped out for people in 
my  Instagram course.
 

8. Add a blog widget from Iconosquare.com to your blog. 

Having a social environment on your blog is critical and interesting enough most people have their favor
ite social sites that they hangout on the most. Which is why you always want to give your audience op
tions when it comes to connecting with you. You may think how will I find the time to post to all of these 
social sites. You won’t actually and you shouldn’t either. I tend to post to only 2. I post to my Instagram 3 
or more times a day and then of course my Facebook fanpage. Which only occasionally I post to manu
ally but for the most part I feed my Instagram posts out to both my Fan Page and my Twitter. I share how 
to use Instagram to better manage your Social Media accounts in my Insta Lead Magic Course.

9. Add a link to connect with you on Instagram to your business cards . 

Seriously look at some of the biggest business’. McDonalds, Nike, Victoria’s Secret for example all invite 
their customers to join them on Instagram. Why? because they know the more they can engage with 
their customers the more their customers will continue to choose them for all their needs. It’s smart busi
ness.

10. Use a App called Crowdfire to find other leaders or business’ on Instagram that are similar to yours 
and then follow their followers. 

Talk about tapping right into your ideal target audience. A done for you audience. Just make sure you 
like 5 of their posts and then comment on one like I mentioned above and you will be golden. I map out 
how to do this and so much more in my recently released  Insta Lead Magic  course.



Interested in Learning More? 

Get FREE Instagram Followers, Leads, Sales and Signups For Your Biz on Auto Pilot...

Instagram is super hot for business right now and is increasing it’s audience daily. Right now there is over 
200 million active users and growing which means your ideal target audience is likely there just waiting 
for you to show up and share with them. What’s even better is that Instagram is literally an untapped 
gold mine. Sadly not very many people are taking it as seriously as they should which is great for the 
early adopters such as you and I.

INTRODUCING

Insta Lead Magic



There’s also not very much good information out there on how to crush it on Instagram and Get thou
sands of FREE Instagram followers which is why if you really want results on Instagram you need to 
check out my newly released Instagram course  Insta Lead Magic .

In this course I share with you how to leverage Instagram to save yourself time and money in your busi
ness, how to gain targeted followers and leads while you sleep spending less than 10 minutes per day 
and so much more.

One of the fastest ways to get result is to learn from others that have them. It took me 6 months to per
fect and get rapid results on Instagram. What I teach in Insta Lead Magic is tried and proven to work.

What’s so awesome about Instagram is that I spend about 10 to 20 minutes per day on Insta-
gram and am currently getting 20 plus laser targeted leads per day on top of the other strat-
egies I implement in my biz. With Instagram you can truly be mobile and live a true mobile 
lifestyle while you are focusing on other stuff in your biz. Honestly it is the only lead strategy I 
know of that actually works and doesn’t cost you a ton of money and time.

Like I said before the time is now on Instagram! Instagram is hott with two T’s and right now is 
the best time to cash in while the cashin’ in is good!

 To Your Success,
 April Marie Tucker 
 The Instagram Queen

P.S. You too can get up to 21+ leads PER DAY for your business for less than the price of a cup of 
coffee, here: 

http://www.getinstaleads.net/special


